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O type, which desires not to but for sequins mails discs 2mi to 
the West friend on East E Street, is a dunce. The discs 
developed use characters too elaborate for meta, above and 
below. A petition is served with buttered tubers and silence to 
thin nails. Dour end!

AA sole vent run overhead must conduce and for what gain? To 
force time, a useful rag  lls their head, as it was allowed a 
medicine. Torn shelters advance at a rate of 2mi to the West. 
Volume tears reign the rag in her moans. In the attic rose shares 
retorn a guests' shun.

TTo proof doted on arrears we ring a tier of gust on inklings. 
Goose down clothing predicts that in store. Call mean tones 
join or split end grow. Ceremony was exchanged on dues 
standing for end reductions.

Half old, thin glass of deference.

OneOne served ration can proof doted arrears join and split end 
grow. Sensitive historically, intent can grind announced 
grammar so rummage. Displace may humanize objections 
inner our. Feast cars serve used incineration. O get tiring to 
pour a pint. We pour sinners all journey. Frigid butchers never 
feed guests.

DiminishDiminish sessions inspire a silver catspoon. Line parallel worms 
or betterment vary adages. Out heads tone tower to  ne 
resisting peace. Again to them not as.

EnvoyEnvoy tease lived up to standards. Laughed up stickers 
shocked shelves looser. Starching calls, twin woods defend 
cult. Pin trees at the bank borked arbors of labor pain. 
Consensus was argued upon lapse ahead of  lial outcome. 
Baskets' undressings required luggage barriers to scan the 
material. On a trail off boardroom seats the status ritual. Lets 
convince else jailless.

Key poles tuKey poles turn or do notton?

Peepholes burn a few rotten. Hold so being as ample in cold 
talk forced by numbers. Chew  ne out ground metal foot to 
mouth. Us sin nest fold back clamp pin up. Wheat hole come 
out my grub? Re-search odd machine in section pass. Owe 
more souls at once pleasure distends. Mind out at ways off 
yore traps gripe.

NeverNever guest to breathe air in new ways in sheet of wonder. Off 
two per life for certain with catch. Catch is only growing 
meaningless. All joining range did was better. Tick pace off 
errend lookout better. Set new voice at this one of a value. She 
stirs risk.

TTwo a point one hides the other so eat well me which. Tense 
areas all? Thin burst, not that guest which end baffe me. They 
eat moot and bid maritime's night so unplug the lips. Woe 
endeavor they did as the kind dove was wrong.

Lie chants throat for mule liar

WheWhere in you ha did not begin a sentence where was stated 
boundaries to peddle dues. Chart work and when no  rm 
lattice is done wright proper spirits. No quaint of spirit offence 
allowed with slight resists. Clump bold on scattered  res.

WhileWhile fear of planned mecca aged wishers of fury it chased a 
better shame. Foe wants in life grieve much to proven shame. 
Falcon haunters  le through bar horn with cheap twine. Give 
and take you think the warrant of alters. Purr nipples knit later 
rodent.

CozyCozy meteors that most fear calm closed depth by charred 
vague. Back face will stay mum for potted reference. Pen bleed 
act stagnant shelf. Whale time breach on aforethough while 
not? Isle lie for sheriffed carriers. Heat straying to secess 
weather our not. Djin bogey heads the holy squandered to 
berate the fushed out hertz.

Run-On Substance
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requires friction channels. Were their founding etched in blood, 
support would never result in that.

Marks may exist on wateMarks may exist on water, under circumstances. Ponder certain 
senses of water. Remarks project tonnes of power. Sidle what 
procurers needed for outage. Stringent waxing?

The law of attrition provides that etched support is to be 
reprehensible for results. Carving will not matter if no one is 
carving. Unwinding speaks of sacriice as funnels proceed. Few 
roles split a table  oor such as far  ung Nubians.

Entry mine cote and warm others of abuse. Our ilaments aEntry mine cote and warm others of abuse. Our ilaments are 
punishable by magnetic irony. Project the collect response, 
which is to ight the urge to ind protection. Caverns bring 
chambers on civilized men.
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EXPERIENTIAL DATA COLLECTION. CLICK FOR VIDEOS.
UI/UX CODING FOR THESE BRANDS AND MORE.

    COX
    SKINNY GIRL

       BUDWEISER
     TOYOTA MOTOR SALES

   WRESTLEMANIA
      CELEBRITY CRUISES

   FRESH EMPIRE
     CALIFORNIA LOTTERY

 ...AND MORE!!1 EMORY HEALTHCARE
FHLBANK ATLANTA
FOCUS STAFFING
ORCHARDS GROUP
RE/MAX
TETRASOFT

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_E31wIRQE-B5fbUihLTBD7xXjGSvHymp
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Digital Overlays
The SMART Overlay is the most popular 
choice by brands and agencies for 
exciting photo promotions and real-time 
data collection. The SMART Overlay 
system allows clients to quickly capture 
valid data onsite at an event and send 

the composited image to 
the consumer in real-time.

This is the most sophisti-
cated solution available 
today, especially if you’re 
looking to get branded 

photos posted on Facebook and capture 
valid email addresses in the process.
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Explore the possibilities as 
you frame your brand with…

Involve your consumers in 
a branded and user-friendly 
experience to capture leads 
when the interest is maximum.

An overlay can be customized 
to fit any purpose - from brand 
promotion to user involvement. 
Once you deploy an overlay 
you can expect an increased 
response rate among users.

1-888-YMOZEUS

Photo Filters

Add variety and fun through 
recognizable effects with…

MoZeus’s SMART Photo Filter solution 
allows brands to add that extra flair to 
a consumer’s photos. Using Samsung 
devices, MoZeus enables brands to add 
ultra-popular photo filters such as sepia, 
grayscale, cross process, auto contrast 
and more to consumers’ photos at 
events.

With the popularity of social networks 
such as Instagram, photo filters partnered 
with SMART Photo Overlays are a great 
way to create a viral campaign at events.
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• auto-fix
• brightness
• contrast
• cross-process
• documentary
• duo-tone
• fill-light
• fish-eye
• grain
• grayscale
• lomoish

• min-max-color
• negative
• no-filter
• posterize
• saturate
• sepia
• sharpen
• temperature
• tint
• vignette

Filter Options

A variety of effects can be 
achieved and the involvement 
promotes social media shares.

1-888-YMOZEUS

Digital PropsFurther enhance the mood 

with custom components…

Our secret to making consumers become 

involved is only partially real - the rest 

is drag-and-drop. User activity can be 

accentuated with any number of custom 

props at once. With the ability to scale 

and rotate to ensure a best fit, the effect 

is a believable and lasting impression. 

Our clients have re-imagined themselves 

with hats, hair, and more, but only your 

imagination can say what’s right.

Users can mix and match the 

different pictures in the digital 

inventory to make the scene 

come to life.
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1-888-YMOZEUS

MoZeus has developed a revolutionary 
alternative to conventional onsite 
green screen activations.

MoZeus’s new Mobile Green Screen 
technology allows clients to obtain 
traditional green screen results 
without all of the normal hassle. 
Brand Ambassadors simply take a 
photo of the consumer, use the pen 
to draw around the consumer, and 
transfer it to a background. 

This produces a green screen style 
photo composition without the typical 
drawbacks such as a backdrop and 
good lighting.

Clients can also use a station 
environment to maintain thru-put 
at events. A central photo taking 
station can be set up that feeds 
photos  to multiple editing stations 

where consumers have the chance 
to edit their own photo.

Mobile Green Screen

Escape from the equipment 
but preserve the memories…
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1-888-YMOZEUS




